THE 3 E’s

and bswift’s new Homepage Experience
As a key part of the employee value proposition,
benefits can play an essential role in employee retention.
You can offer a strong benefits package, but if you don’t
have the right delivery strategy in place, employees will
struggle with awareness and engagement.
71% of workers who were considering switching
employers said they would be more likely to stay
with their current employer if they were offered
better benefits.
Prudential, 2022

When it comes to delivery, your benefits homepage is the launching
point for all things benefits - or as we like to call, The 3 E’s:
EDUCATION

ENROLLMENT

ENGAGEMENT

Whether employees access their benefits homepage during annual enrollment or year-round, there are several
key features it should offer to help them navigate these three phases of their benefits journey with ease.
Check out this infographic to see how bswift’s new homepage experience makes the 3 E’s stress-free.
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70% of employers believe their employees
underutilize their services, benefits and
programs.* Often, the barrier to benefits
engagement is just ease. Our enhancements
further streamline navigation across our
benefits homepage to ensure users spend
even less time searching for info and more
time taking action. (In other words, they can
focus on what matters: education, enrollment
and engagement.)
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The Hartford, 2022
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An easy-to-navigate
Annual
enrollment
experience
made
even simpler

Half of millennials don’t understand the
benefits they selected during enrollment.*
Millennials make up most of the workforce,
and benefits education is essential to help
them make the right benefits choices.
Our new Enrollment Center has a central
location to share key benefits information
and a helpful timeline to keep employees
both informed and on-track during annual
enrollment.
Voya Financial, 2021
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Did you know? The global chatbot market
size is expected to expand at a compound
annual growth rate of 24.9% from 2021 to
2028!* Chatbots are increasing in popularity
for employee assistance. bswift’s new
homepage includes our interactive and
resourceful virtual assistant, Emma, and
search functionality. With a consistent
presence on the page, these tools will enable
users to find and engage with their benefits
info even more efficiently. Plus, who doesn’t
love a friendly face?
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There are a lot of details to manage when
it comes to benefits! bswift’s refreshed
document library will include enhanced
search capabilities to scan documents
housed on the bswift site, and offer the
ability to categorize documents to deliver
a more organized and visually appealing
experience.
The Hartford, 2022

Grand View Research, 2021
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More than 70 percent of employers work
with 3+ benefits vendors.* Most employee
benefits packages feature multiple benefits
vendors, but employees shouldn’t have to log
into several websites to engage with each.
We’re expanding our integrations to further
streamline employees’ benefits ecosystem,
so they can access their providers easily via
single sign-on.
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Mckinsey, 2021
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An easy-to-navigate
Benefits
engagement
experience
on-the-go

The average American spends 5+ hours
on their phone daily.* The reality is, we all
spend a lot of time on our phones and tablets,
whether for productivity or entertainment.
With our new experience, our benefits
homepage will be more mobile-friendly than
ever, allowing employees to learn about and
engage with benefits more easily from
anywhere!
Statista, 2021

Time spent on average on a smartphone in the U.S. 2021 | Statista
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experience
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71% of consumers expect companies to
deliver personalized interactions. 76% get
frustrated when this doesn’t happen.*
In many ways, the employee experience
is not much different from the customer
experience. Benefits are deeply personal to
employees. Our enhancements include even
more targeted messaging to ensure users
always feel like the bswift platform is
speaking directly to them.
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Total Reward statements are an essential
tool to help employees understand the full
value of their pay, benefits and reward.
With our new experience, employers can opt
for Total Rewards Statements to be at their
employees’ fingertips. The refreshed bswift
homepage can display their statement with
interactive functionality for users to get a
quick breakdown. Everything they want to
know, all at-a-glance!

Mckinsey, 2021
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An easy-to-navigate

Communications
to support engagement
experience

Grammarly and The Harris Poll estimates up to a $1.2 trillion annual loss among US businesses due to
ineffective communication.* Effective communication at all levels of a business is essential, especially for
mass employee communications. The bswift Communication Practice offers a communication package to help
employers share the details of our benefits homepage experience with employees, enabling them to provide
a holistic and multichannel engagement experience.
Grammarly and The Harris Poll, 2022

Check out this video to
learn more about bswift’s
new homepage experience,
coming soon!
WATCH VIDEO

